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Software engineers spend much of their time checking the correctness of 
software. Software testing is the most widely used technique for accomplishing this task. 
Most of the test cases used for checking software are manually created, and may not 
always cover all execution paths of the software.   If key test cases are not executed, then 
the possibility of errors within the software still exists.   By using tools that can automate 
the testing of software, software engineers can run exhaustive tests on their applications 
to provide verification and validation. Symbolic execution is a program analysis 
technique that can be utilized to achieve this. KLEE is an open-source dynamic test 
generation tool based on symbolic execution. In this report I present my results from 
evaluating KLEE on the Texas Instruments® Stellaris® Peripheral Driver Library. The 
Stellaris® Peripheral Driver Library consists of software drivers for controlling the 
peripherals on the Stellaris suite of ARM® Cortex-M based microcontrollers. In total 554 
functions within the library were tested, and a total of 14763 test cases were generated. 
 v 
There were 32 bugs found in the software, which include assertion violations, memory 
errors, and arithmetic errors (division by zero, and shift errors).  
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Software engineers spend a lot of their time checking the correctness of software. It is 
crucial that the software be correct, especially when peoples’ lives are at stake. Many 
software engineers perform a static quality analysis (QA) of their software by reviewing 
the source code. This technique is useful, but can be very tedious and may lead to bugs 
being overlooked if the code is complex and lengthy. Another technique that is more 
commonly used is executing specific modules in the software to ensure that it is 
executing as expected according to test cases that were prepared prior to executing the 
software. The problem with this technique arises when the software engineer has to 
manually generate the test cases. If key test cases are not executed, then the possibility of 
errors within the software still exists. By using tools that can automate the testing of 
software, software engineers can run exhaustive tests on their applications to provide 
verification and validation. Symbolic execution is a program analysis technique that can 
be utilized to achieve this. KLEE is an open-source test generation tool based on 
symbolic execution. In this report I present my results from evaluating KLEE on the 
Texas Instruments® Stellaris® Peripheral Driver Library (revision 10636). The 
Stellaris® Peripheral Driver Library consists of software drivers for controlling the 
peripherals on the Stellaris suite of ARM® Cortex-M based microcontrollers.  KLEE was 
used to generate the test cases for each driver in the library, with the exception of the 
CPU driver. The next section describes symbolic execution. The third section discusses 
the design and functionality of KLEE. In the fourth section I discuss the Stellaris 
Peripheral Driver Library. The implementation of KLEE on the Stellaris Peripheral 
Driver Library is described in the fifth section. In the sixth section I present my 
evaluation results and then conclude. In total 554 functions within the library were tested, 
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and a total of 14763 test cases were generated. There were 32 bugs found in the software, 
which include assertion violations, memory errors, and arithmetic errors (division by 
zero, and shift errors). 
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2. SYMBOLIC EXECUTION 
Symbolic execution is a program analysis technique that helps with the software 
validation/verification effort by generating software test cases automatically. The test 
cases that are generated cover many, if not all, execution paths of the application. 
Symbolic execution has been around since the 1970s, and was first used for simple 
applications with primitive data types, such as integers and booleans [1]. Instead of 
assigning program variables real values, symbolic execution uses symbols to represent 
the values.  As the program is executed, the program variables that depend on symbolic 
inputs are updated to symbolic expressions. The idea behind using symbolic values 
instead of real values was to use the symbolic values to represent an infinite set of real 
values. Thus, the results of executing the program on one set of symbolic values would 
yield the same result if it were executed with an infinite number of real values [1].  When 
a conditional statement is evaluated the execution path condition is also updated. The 
path condition acquires and maintains all symbolic logic required to reach the current 
execution path. In order to fully cover all execution paths, when a conditional statement 
is evaluated the path condition is updated for all possible outcomes. This produces 
multiple execution paths resulting in branches in the symbolic execution tree. For 
example, if the current path condition was pc before a branch condition, and the 
conditional expression is q then (pc & q) will be the path condition for the true branch, 
and (pc & !q) will be the path condition for the false branch.  When the execution 
terminates, the path condition is solved via a constraint solver (also referred to as a 
decision procedure) and the solution forms the test case. This allows for the substitution 
of real data into the program variables to follow the same execution path and terminate. 
An example of a symbolic execution tree, and the code used to construct the tree is 
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displayed in Figure 1 [7]. Another valuable feature of symbolic execution is that it is able 
to find run-time errors while it is traversing the symbolic execution tree.  The major issue 
with traditional symbolic execution is how to deal with the exponential number of paths 
in the symbolic execution tree caused by loops and complex path conditions. This 
continues to be a problem for current implementations. 
 
 




Dynamic test generation improves traditional symbolic execution by performing a 
mixture of concrete and symbolic execution at run-time. The applications are essentially 
executed without any changes to the source code. The statements that depend on 
symbolic input are treated differently and their constraints are added to the path condition 
[2]. KLEE was developed at Stanford in 2008 and is an extension of the dynamic test 
generation tool EXE [3]. KLEE performs a combination of concrete and symbolic 
execution on C applications to generate high line coverage test cases.  KLEE works in 
conjunction with the publically available LLVM compiler for GNU C. An application’s 
source code is first compiled into bitcode using the LLVM compiler. KLEE then 
performs symbolic execution on the LLVM bitcode. KLEE models memory with bit-
level accuracy and uses heuristics to reduce the number of execution paths that need to be 
explored which results in higher line coverage.  KLEE has two goals: (1) hit every line of 
executable code in the program and (2) detect at each dangerous operation (e.g., 
dereference, assertion) if any input value exists that could cause an error [3]. When the 
symbolic execution terminates, KLEE solves the current path condition using the STP 
constraint solver to produce a test case that will follow the same execution path when re-
run on an unmodified version of the source code [3].  KLEE has proven to be a successful 
tool for automated software testing. KLEE was able to find 56 serious bugs when applied 
to several UNIX utility applications, some of which had been undetected for over 15 
years [3]. Since KLEE is open source there is no cost involved in using the software tool 
for automated testing. The KLEE community offers valuable resources, such as online 
documentation, tutorials, mailing distributions, and many papers that use or extend KLEE 
[4]. 
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4. STELLARIS® PERIPHERAL DRIVER LIBRARY 
The Stellaris Peripheral Driver Library consists of twenty-three software drivers for 
controlling the peripherals on the Stellaris suite of ARM® Cortex-M based 
microcontrollers [5]. The driver library was developed by Texas Instruments and is 
written in the C programming language. Texas Instruments allows for royalty-free use of 
the software library provided that their copyright notice is retained in the source code [6]. 
Each peripheral and its software driver is listed Table 1. These drivers are referred to as 
the Software Driver Model of the Stellaris Peripheral Driver Library. Each model in the 
Stellaris suite of microcontrollers has a part-specific header file that defines all of the 
registers that are available for that microcontroller. By including this header file you can 
read/write to the peripheral registers directly. This direct access of the peripheral’s 
registers is referred to as the Direct Register Access Model. This model allows the 
programmer to only access registers that are defined in the header file and eliminates the 
possibility of accessing peripherals that do not exist.  The Direct Register Access Model 
should definitely be considered when memory or speed requirements are not being met. 
This report focuses on the drivers which make up the Software Driver Model of the 
Stellaris Peripheral Driver Library. 
 
All of the functions defined in the CPU module contain inline assembly and are used 
primarily as instruction wrappers for special CPU instructions needed by the drivers. The 
driver library includes error handling to check for assertion violations of function 
arguments. The error handling is typically used only during the development stage and is 




Analog Comparator comp.c 
Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) adc.c 
Controller Area Network (CAN) can.c 
CPU cpu.c 
Ethernet Controller ethernet.c 
External Peripheral Interface (EPI) epi.c 
Flash flash.c 
GPIO gpio.c 
Hibernation Module hibernate.c 
Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) i2c.c 
Inter-IC Sound (I2S) i2s.c 
Interrupt Controller (NVIC) interrupt.c 
Memory Protection Unit (MPU) mpu.c 
Pulse Width Modulator (PWM) pwm.c 
Quadrature Encoder (QEI) qei.c 
Synchronous Serial Interface (SSI) ssi.c 
System Control sysctl.c 





Watchdog Timer watchdog.c 
Table 1. Stellaris suite peripherals and their software drivers. 
 
There are several tool chains that are available to compile source code and load the 
binaries into the flash memory of the Stellaris microcontrollers. I used the Keil
TM
 
RealView® Microcontroller Development Kit (MDK) for development/testing on a 
Windows platform. The tool chain was used to confirm the errors that were reported by 




To get started, I installed KLEE on a 64-bit CentOS 6.5 Linux distribution. KLEE 
performs symbolic execution on LLVM bitcode, so I installed the LLVM 2.9 compiler. 
The latest release of LLVM at the time of this report was LLVM 3.4.1. KLEE only 
provided experimental support for LLVM 3.4, but fully supported LLVM 2.9. KLEE also 
uses the STP constraint solver for solving path conditions. I installed STP rev 940, which 
is the tested and recommend version by the KLEE developers. The KLEE “Getting 
Started” page provides step-by-step instructions on building and running KLEE [4]. The 
latest release (10636) of the Stellaris Peripheral Driver Library was downloaded from the 
Texas Instruments website [6].   
 
The latest release of the Stellaris Peripheral Driver Library contains 632 functions. This 
total includes both the static and deprecated functions as well. The functions that I am 
interested in evaluating are those that have one or more input parameters. There are 78 
functions that have no input parameters (void). Thus, in total 554 functions were 
evaluated. One of the unique features of KLEE is that you can perform symbolic 
execution with little, if any, modifications to the source code under test. Many of the 
functions in the driver library use assertions to validate the input arguments. An example 
of this is shown below. 
 
1: // 
2: // Check the arguments. 
3: // 
4: ASSERT(ulBase == I2S0_BASE); 
 
These assertions were replaced with KLEE assertions. 
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4: klee_assert(ulBase == I2S0_BASE); 
 
As mentioned previously, static functions were evaluated as well, but in order to make 
the functions available in the KLEE function under test .c file, more on this later, I had to 
remove the static reference in the code. If the static keyword is not removed, then KLEE 
will report the error “external call with symbolic argument”.  There were two functions in 
the library that I had to add a break statement into a while loop to prevent it from 
spinning in an infinite loop.  The EthernetPacketGet has a condition to wait for a packet 
to become available and the SysCtlPIOSCCalibrate has a condition to wait for a 
calibration to complete. The values from the registers that these conditions were waiting 
on were not treated as symbolic. I also had to remove an assertion based on the alignment 
of the RAM vector table in the IntRegister function. The RAM vector table alignment is 
set based on the compiler.    
After these minor changes were made to the code under test, I needed to compile the code 
into LLVM bitcode with the command below 
llvm-gcc -m32 --emit-llvm -I/root/KLEE/klee/include -
I/root/StellarisWare -L /root/KLEE/klee/Release+Asserts/lib/ -c -g 
XXXX.c 
where XXXX.c is the peripheral driver source file. It is important to note that KLEE 
executes on a Linux 64-bit platform but the Cortex M3 is a 32-bit processor, so the –m32 
option is included to produce 32-bit bitcode [8]. By using 32-bit bitcode, variables of type 
long and unsigned long are 32-bits instead of 64-bits.      
In the previous section I mentioned that KLEE does not support inline assembly. All of 
the functions in the CPU driver contain inline assembly. These are used to enable/disable 
interrupts, wait for interrupts to occur, and to get/set the interrupt priority masking level.  
The SysCtlDelay function in the System Controller driver also contains inline assembly 
and is used to add a fixed number of delay loop iterations during execution. For these 
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functions that do not return a value (void), I replaced them with a function that is empty.  
For the functions that have a return value (unsigned long), I replaced them with a 
function that just returns 0. These changes were made to prevent KLEE from reporting 
execution errors (test.exec.err) related to inline assembly. These changes did not induce 
any side-effects or unexpected behavior on the few functions that called them.            
At this point all of the source code under test should be compiled into bitcode object files 
(.o). In order to test the functions I created an individual .c file for each function under 
test which would have a main function that calls the function under test with its symbolic 
arguments. KLEE performs symbolic execution on program variables that are made 
symbolic. To make a program variable symbolic the program must call the 
klee_make_symbolic function and pass in the variable’s address, size, and name. An 
example of this call is listed below. 
1: unsigned long ulBase; 
2: klee_make_symbolic(&ulBase, sizeof(ulBase), "ulBase"); 
For each function evaluated, its parameters were treated as symbolic variables. The 
exception to this case was parameters that were pointers to the address of interrupt 
handlers. The pointers to the interrupt handlers were treated as concrete variables in these 
cases. 
The Cortex M3 processor communicates with the peripherals through memory-mapped 
I/O [8]. The registers for each peripheral can be accessed and modified through load/store 
commands to memory addresses assigned to that peripheral device. These memory 
addresses needed to be made available to KLEE during execution. In order to allocate 
specific blocks of memory, the program needs to call the klee_define_fixed_object 
function with the starting memory location and the number of bytes to allocate. An 
example of this call is listed below. 
1: klee_define_fixed_object((void *)(0x40054000), 4096); 
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In the example above a block of 4KB are allocated starting at memory location 
0x40054000, which is the base address for the I2S peripheral. The hw_mem_map header 
file provided the definitions for the base addresses of the memories and peripherals. 
Some peripherals reference other peripherals in their source code. These peripherals must 
allocate space for the referenced peripherals as well. For example, the usb driver includes 
the udma driver in its source, so 4KB are allocated at memory location 0x400FF000, 
which is the base address for the uDMA peripheral.  
For functions that had assertions, I called the klee_assume function with the assertion 
argument so that the symbolic values generated by KLEE would pass the assertion. In my 
evaluation I did not generate test cases that would knowingly/intentionally result in 
assertion violations. This way any assertion violations that were reported by KLEE would 
be true assertion violations that need addressing. 
For functions that have parameters which are pointers to other variables, I created a 
symbolic array of varying size and passed the name of the array to the function call for 
that pointer. The size of the array was determined by inspecting the code under test to see 
how much space needed to be allocated for the data structure.    
The only thing left to add to the function under test file was the call to the function. The 
function under test code for the I2SRxDataGet function is listed below. 
1: #include "inc/hw_i2s.h" 
2: #include "inc/hw_ints.h" 
3: #include "inc/hw_memmap.h" 
4: #include "inc/hw_types.h" 
5: #include "driverlib/debug.h" 
6: #include "driverlib/i2s.h" 
7: #include "driverlib/interrupt.h" 
8: #include <klee/klee.h> 
9:    
10: void handler(void) {} 
11:    
12: int main() { 
13:  unsigned long ulBase; 
14:  klee_make_symbolic(&ulBase, sizeof(ulBase), "ulBase"); 
15:  unsigned long pulData[1]; 
16:  klee_make_symbolic(&pulData, sizeof(pulData), "pulData"); 
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17:  
18:  klee_define_fixed_object((void *)(0x40054000), 4096); //I2S 
19:  klee_define_fixed_object((void *)(0x00000000), 262144); //FLASH  
20:  klee_define_fixed_object((void *)(0x20000000), 65536); //SRAM 
21:  klee_define_fixed_object((void *)(0xE0000000), 266240); //NVIC 
22:  
23:  klee_assume(ulBase == I2S0_BASE); 
24:  
25:  I2SRxDataGet(ulBase, pulData);  
26:  return 0; 
27: } 
I2SRxDataGet .c, function under test file for I2SRxDataGet. 
 
The function under test file is now ready to be compiled into LLVM bitcode for KLEE to 
test. 
llvm-gcc -m32 --emit-llvm -I/root/KLEE/klee/include -
I/root/StellarisWare -L /root/KLEE/klee/Release+Asserts/lib/ -c -g 
XXXX.c  
where XXXX is the name of the function under test. 
After the object file has been created it needs to be linked with other object files to create 
the final bitcode used by KLEE during execution. 
llvm-link /root/StellarisWare/driverlib/YYYY.o 
/root/StellarisWare/driverlib/interrupt.o 
/root/StellarisWare/driverlib/cpu.o XXXX.o -o XXXX.bc 
where XXXX is the name of the function under test, and YYYY is the peripheral driver 
the function under test is defined in. All of the drivers reference functions defined in the 
interrupt, and cpu drivers, so those object files must be linked in to the bitcode file. The 
hibernate and usb drivers reference functions in the sysctl driver, so the sysctl object file 
is linked into the functions under test for those drivers. The usb driver also references 
functions in the udma driver, so the udma object file is linked in to functions under test 
for the usb driver as well. 
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After the bitcode object files have been linked, the resulting bitcode is executed by KLEE 
with the following command. 
klee --emit-all-errors --max-time=3600 --watchdog XXXX.bc 
where XXXX is the name of the function under test. Each function is ran for at most one 
hour. I used the default search heuristic when running KLEE, which is the random-path 
selection interleaved with non-uniform random search (nurs) with coverage-new 
heuristic.  
I wrote a Java application that would automate this entire process and execute KLEE for 
all 554 functions. As the KLEE program executed, it generated the test cases for all 
execution paths that were evaluated within the one hour time limit.  The error messages 
generated are written to KLEE_Errors.txt and the total test cases generated are written to 
KLEE_TestCases.txt. The Java application is included in Appendix A. The “includes” 
being referenced contain the same header files that are in the peripheral driver. The 
“files” being referenced contain the function definition with all of the assertions 
following it for that function. Below is a snippet of the adc file for two of the functions.   
 
1: ADCIntRegister(unsigned long ulBase, unsigned long ulSequenceNum, 
void (*pfnHandler)(void)) 
2: klee_assume((ulBase == ADC0_BASE) | (ulBase == ADC1_BASE)); 
3: klee_assume(ulSequenceNum < 4); 
4:  
5: ADCIntUnregister(unsigned long ulBase, unsigned long ulSequenceNum) 
6: klee_assume((ulBase == ADC0_BASE) | (ulBase == ADC1_BASE)); 





6. EVALUATION RESULTS 
There are twenty-three software modules in the Stellaris Peripheral Driver Library. 
Twenty-two of the twenty-three software modules were evaluated. All of the functions in 
the CPU module contained inline assembly, so the CPU module was not evaluated.  The 
total number of test cases generated for each function is listed in Appendix B.  The 
appendix includes all functions within the drivers that were evaluated. There are some 
functions that have a value set to “void”. These functions are functions that have no input 
parameters (void), and thus were not evaluated.   
 
6.1 Function with Two Execution Paths 
The source code of the functions varied in complexity and input parameters, so there is a 
wide range of test cases that were reported for each function.   For example, the CAN 
driver has a function CANBaseValid which validates if the base address argument is a 
valid CAN controller base address. The code for this function is shown below. As you 
can see, there are only two paths through this function. One path where the base address 
is equal to one of the three valid CAN controller base addresses (CAN0_BASE, 
CAN1_BASE, or CAN2_BASE). The other path is where the base address is not equal to 
one of the three valid CAN controller base addresses. The test cases that KLEE produced 
were ulBase equal to 0x40040000 (CAN0_BASE) and ulBase equal to 0x00000000. The 
first test case would return true and the second would return false. 
 
1: tBoolean 
2: CANBaseValid(unsigned long ulBase) 
3: { 
4:     return((ulBase == CAN0_BASE) || (ulBase == CAN1_BASE) || 
5:            (ulBase == CAN2_BASE)); 
6: } 
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6.2 Function with an Assertion  
Another simple but interesting example is described in the CANDisable function. This 
code does not have any complex logic, and appears to only have a single path so you 
would think that only one test case would be generated. However, there is an assertion 
that the CAN controller base address is valid. The test cases that KLEE produced were 
ulBase equal to 0x40040000 (CAN0_BASE), ulBase equal to 0x40041000 
(CAN1_BASE), and ulBase equal to 0x40042000 (CAN2_BASE).  Most of the drivers in 
the library have similar functions which validate the base address of the peripheral and 
other functions that call the validating function to check the inputs to the function. 
 
1: void 
2: CANDisable(unsigned long ulBase) 
3: { 
4:     // 
5:     // Check the arguments. 
6:     // 
7:     klee_assert(CANBaseValid(ulBase)); 
8:  
9:     // 
10:     // Set the init bit in the control register. 
11:     // 
12:     CANRegWrite(ulBase + CAN_O_CTL, 
13:                 CANRegRead(ulBase + CAN_O_CTL) | CAN_CTL_INIT); 
14: } 
 
6.3 Bugs Found in the Driver Library 
The automatic test case generation that KLEE performs is a valuable asset for software 
engineers. Another amazing feature that KLEE provides is the ability to find bugs. As 
KLEE performs symbolic execution to generate test cases, it also checks for bugs in the 
software. Some of which are assertion violations, memory access violations, and 
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arithmetic errors.  The bugs found during analysis of the Stellaris Peripheral Driver 
Library are listed in Table 2. Each of the errors is described below and a solution is 
provided to resolve the error for most of the reported errors. The memory errors and 
divide-by-zero errors were confirmed on the Stellaris EKK-LM3S8962 board by calling 
the functions with the test case inputs that were generated to produce the error. 
For the divide-by-zero errors, in order for the fault to be observed by the Cortex M3 
processor, the DIV_0_TRP bit in the Configuration and Control Register (CCR) must be 
enabled (set to 1) [9]. If it is not set, then the Usage Fault will not be thrown and the 
Interrupt Default Handler (IntDefaultHandler) will not be called. In this case the quotient 
is set to 0 and execution resumes as if the operation was valid. The IntDefaultHandler is 
just an infinite while loop which maintains the system state for debugging purposes. The 
function call SSIConfigSetExpClk(0x40008000,0xFFFFFFFF,0,0,0,0) and 
SysCtlI2SMClkSet(0xFFFFFFFF, 0x40000000) will result in the divide-by-zero error 
when re-ran on the EK-LM3S8962. The optimizations for the compiler need to be 
disabled in order for the SDIV and UDIV instructions to be produced. 
 
The memory errors reported for the functions SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepDisable, 
SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepEnable, SysCtlPeripheralDisable, SysCtlPeripheralEnable, 
SysCtlPeripheralReset, SysCtlPeripheralSleepDisable, SysCtlPeripheralSleepEnable are 
all related. The SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepDisable function is listed below. This function 
has an assertion to check that the peripheral identifier is valid. For peripheral identifiers 
whose peripheral index is not 15 (false condition at line 13), the statement at line 26 is 





CANDataRegRead can.c:264: ASSERTION FAIL: ulIntNumber != (unsigned long)-1 
CANDataRegWrite can.c:402: memory error: out of bound pointer 
CANMessageSet KLEE failure 
CANRegRead can.c:284: memory error: out of bound pointer 
CANRegWrite KLEE failure 
EthernetPacketGetInternal KLEE failure 
EthernetPHYPowerOff ethernet.c:1305: ASSERTION FAIL: ulBase == ETH_BASE 
EthernetPHYPowerOn ethernet.c:1305: ASSERTION FAIL: ulBase == ETH_BASE 
FlashProtectGet KLEE failure 
IntRegister IntRegister.c:36: invalid klee_assume call (provably false) 
MPURegionSet MPURegionSet.c:25: overshift error 
PWMGenFaultClear PWMGenFaultClear.c:50: invalid klee_assume call (provably 
false) 
PWMGenFaultTriggerSet PWMGenFaultTriggerSet.c:50: invalid klee_assume call 
(provably false) 
SSIConfigSetExpClk SSIConfigSetExpClk.c:39: divide by zero 
SysCtlI2SMClkSet sysctl.c:3106: divide by zero 
SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepDisable sysctl.c:1312: memory error: out of bound pointer 
SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepEnable sysctl.c:1233: memory error: out of bound pointer 
SysCtlPeripheralDisable sysctl.c:1005: memory error: out of bound pointer 
SysCtlPeripheralEnable sysctl.c:937: memory error: out of bound pointer 
SysCtlPeripheralReset sysctl.c:849: memory error: out of bound pointer 
SysCtlPeripheralSleepDisable sysctl.c:1156: memory error: out of bound pointer 
SysCtlPeripheralSleepEnable sysctl.c:1080: memory error: out of bound pointer 
UARTConfigGetExpClk KLEE failure 
uDMAIntUnregister interrupt.c:559: ASSERTION FAIL: ulInterrupt < 
NUM_INTERRUPTS 
USBEndpointDMADisable KLEE failure 
USBEndpointDMAEnable KLEE failure 
USBFIFOConfigGet usb.c:188: ASSERTION FAIL: (ulEndpoint == 0) || (ulEndpoint == 
1) || (ulEndpoint == 2) || (ulEndpoint == 3) 
USBFIFOConfigSet usb.c:124: ASSERTION FAIL: (ulEndpoint == 0) || (ulEndpoint == 
1) || (ulEndpoint == 2) || (ulEndpoint == 3) 
USBIndexRead KLEE failure 
USBIndexWrite KLEE failure 
USBPHYPowerOff KLEE failure 
USBPHYPowerOn KLEE failure 
Table 2. KLEE reported errors found during analysis of the Stellaris Peripheral Driver 
Library. 
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SYSCTL_PERIPH_INDEX. This macro does a right shift on the least 28 bits of the 
peripheral identifier to get the 4 most significant bits. This value can range from 0 to 15 
(0xF). The value returned by the macro is then used as an index into the 
g_pulDCGCRegs array, but the array only has a size of 3. If a value of 3 to 15 is returned 
then a memory violation will occur. 
 
1: void 
2: SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepDisable(unsigned long ulPeripheral) 
3: { 
4:     // 
5:     // Check the arguments. 
6:     // 
7:     klee_assert(SysCtlPeripheralValid(ulPeripheral)); 
8:  
9:     // 
10:     // See if the peripheral index is 15, indicating a peripheral 
that is 
11:     // accessed via the SYSCTL_DCGCperiph registers. 
12:     // 
13:     if((ulPeripheral & 0xf0000000) == 0xf0000000) 
14:     { 
15:         // 
16:         // Disable this peripheral in deep-sleep mode. 
17:         // 
18:         HWREGBITW(SYSCTL_DCGCBASE + ((ulPeripheral & 0xff00) >> 8), 
19:                   ulPeripheral & 0xff) = 0; 
20:     } 
21:     else 
22:     { 
23:         // 
24:         // Disable this peripheral in deep-sleep mode. 
25:         // 
26:         HWREG(g_pulDCGCRegs[SYSCTL_PERIPH_INDEX(ulPeripheral)]) &= 
27:             ~SYSCTL_PERIPH_MASK(ulPeripheral); 
28:     } 
29: } 
#define SYSCTL_PERIPH_INDEX(a)  (((a) >> 28) & 0xf) 
 




If the valid peripheral identifiers SYSCTL_PERIPH_PLL (0x30000010), 
SYSCTL_PERIPH_TEMP (0x30000020), or SYSCTL_PERIPH_MPU (0x30000080) 
are passed as an argument to SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepDisable, 
SysCtlPeripheralDeepSleepEnable, SysCtlPeripheralDisable, SysCtlPeripheralEnable, 
SysCtlPeripheralReset, SysCtlPeripheralSleepDisable, or SysCtlPeripheralSleepEnable, 
then a memory fault will occur. The processor will then call the fault handler (FaultISR), 
which sits in an infinite loop. 
 
CANRegRead has an indirect assertion on its input parameter ulRegAddress. The 
problem with this assertion comes from masking off the 12 least significant bits of 
ulRegAddress. The test case that was produced that would cause this memory violation 
has the value of  0x40041FFD for ulRegAddress. This value will pass the assertion, but is 
not a valid 32-bit aligned address and thus will cause a memory error when  
HWREG(ulRegAddress) is called. An additional assertion should be added to ensure that 
ulRegAddress is a multiple of 4: klee_assume(!(ulRegAddress & 3)); 
 
1: ulIntNumber = CANIntNumberGet(ulRegAddress & 0xfffff000); 
2:  
3: klee_assert(ulIntNumber != (unsigned long)-1); 
 
CANRegWrite suffers from not having an assertion on the ulRegAddress parameter. 
Since there is no assertion on the register address, KLEE will generate a memory address 
that will cause the statement HWREG(ulRegAddress) to produce a memory error: out of 
bound pointer. 
For EthernetPHYPowerOff and EthernetPHYPowerOn, there does not exist an assertion 
on ulBase, but these functions call EthernetPHYWrite which has an assertion on ulBase. 
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Therefore it is possible for KLEE to generate a test case for EthernetPHYPowerOff/ 
EthernetPHYPowerOn that causes an assertion violation. To resolve this issue, 
klee_assert(ulBase == ETH_BASE) should be added to the start of these functions. All of 
the other functions in the ethernet driver have this assertion, so I am not sure why it was 
not included for these two functions. 
 
For EthernetPacketGetInternal, there are no assertions on the input parameters. In this 
case KLEE failed while trying to generate test cases. To resolve this issue, assertions 
should be added on the input parameters. It’s possible that the developers did not include 
the assertions since this is a static/internal function, but the other get functions, 
EthernetPacketGet and EthernetPacketGetNonBlocking, have the same assertions on the 
inputs (klee_assume(ulBase == ETH_BASE); klee_assume(pucBuf != 0); 
klee_assume(lBufLen > 0);) If these assertions are added, then KLEE is able to create test 
cases for this function.  
 
PWMGenFaultClear and PWMGenFaultTriggerSet both have the same assertion 
statements which are contradictory. It is not possible for the ulGroup to be equal to 
PWM_FAULT_GROUP_0  and  PWM_FAULT_GROUP_1 at the same time. This 
contradiction is made at line 2 and line 5.  
 
1: klee_assert((ulGroup == PWM_FAULT_GROUP_0) || (ulGroup == 
PWM_FAULT_GROUP_1)); 
2: klee_assert((ulGroup == PWM_FAULT_GROUP_0) && 
3:     ((ulFaultTriggers & ~(PWM_FAULT_FAULT0 | PWM_FAULT_FAULT1 | 
4:         PWM_FAULT_FAULT2 | 
PWM_FAULT_FAULT3)) == 0)); 
5: klee_assert((ulGroup == PWM_FAULT_GROUP_1) && 
6:     ((ulFaultTriggers & ~(PWM_FAULT_DCMP0 | PWM_FAULT_DCMP1 | 
7:         PWM_FAULT_DCMP2 | 
PWM_FAULT_DCMP3 | 
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8:         PWM_FAULT_DCMP4 | 
PWM_FAULT_DCMP5 | 
9:         PWM_FAULT_DCMP6 | 
PWM_FAULT_DCMP7)) == 0)); 
 
For USBFIFOConfigGet and USBFIFOConfigSet, there is an assertion on the ulEndpoint 
parameter which allows it to have a value in the range USB_EP_1 (x10) to USB_EP_15 
(xF0). This value is shifted four bits to the right and passed in to a call to USBIndexRead 
for the ulEndpoint argument. Once shifted the range of values is 1 to 15. USBIndexRead 
has an assertion that the value of ulEndpoint be 0 to 3. Therefore an assertion violation 
can occur if USBFIFOConfigGet or USBFIFOConfigSet is called with ulEndpoint set to 
USB_EP_4 to USB_EP_15. 
 
For USBPHYPowerOff and USBPHYPowerOn, there is not assertion on the ulBase input 
parameter. This can result in a memory violation when the memory address at ulBase is 
read for an address that is not available: HWREGB(ulBase + USB_O_POWER). To 
resolve this issue, an assertion should be placed on ulBase, klee_assert(ulBase == 
USB0_BASE). All of the other functions in the library include this assertion, so I am not 
sure why the developers left this out. These functions are not static/internal functions. 
Not only is the ulBase assertion missing from USBEndpointDMADisable and 
USBEndpointDMAEnable, but so is the assertion on ulEndpoint.   
 
For USBIndexRead and USBIndexWrite there is a similar issue, but the assertion needs 
to be added for the ulIndexedReg parameter. A call is made to HWREGB(ulBase + 
ulIndexedReg) which could result in a memory access violation. 
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For uDMAIntUnregister there is no assertion on ulIntChannel. This function calls 
IntUnregister, which has an assertion on ulInterrupt. To overcome this error, the same 
assertion called in IntUnregister should be called in uDMAIntUnregister: 
klee_assume(ulIntChannel < NUM_INTERRUPTS);  
 
6.4 Future Research 
KLEE is known for generating high-coverage test cases [3]. The code coverage is 
typically measured by compiling the source code under test with gcov and rerunning the 
test cases natively (independent of KLEE). The Keil tool chain that I used for 
compiling/loading the EK-LM3S8962 evaluation board required additional hardware 
(ULINK Pro) in order to measure code coverage. Future research might include using a 
different tool chain, perhaps the Mentor Graphics Sourcery CodeBench for Stellaris 
EABI for a Linux platform. 
 
The bugs I found were passed on to the Texas Instruments StellarisWare developers. I 
have not heard a response yet. According to TI’s website, there will no longer be releases 
of StellarisWare unless there are major issues [11]. I feel like some of the bugs I found 
could be major issues, but I will let the developers decide if they want to release the fixes. 
TI is pushing the use of the Tiva family of microcontrollers and their TivaWare software. 
A future project could be obtaining a Tiva evaluation board and applying KLEE to 





Symbolic execution is a programming analysis technique that has been around since the 
1970s. Tools based on symbolic execution have been created to automate the testing of 
software which improves the quality of software. These tools allow software engineers to 
run exhaustive tests on their software to provide verification and validation.  KLEE is an 
open-source dynamic test generation tool based on symbolic execution that is fairly 
straightforward to use.  KLEE is an ideal test generation tool because it performs 
symbolic execution on C code that runs on Linux distributions.  KLEE can help reduce 
the time spent checking software by exhaustively generating test cases automatically. 
KLEE can also help to eliminate maintenance costs by uncovering bugs within our 
software.   The benefits of using KLEE for automated software testing will be observed 
immediately. For my evaluation, I was able to generate over 14000 test cases on over 550 
functions within the Stellaris Peripheral Driver Library. I was able to find 32 bugs in the 
library as well. KLEE should definitely be put to use by low-level embedded systems 



















public class makeKLEEinputs { 
 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  File dir = new File("/root/workspace/makeKLEEinputs/files"); 
  File outputFile = new 
File("/root/workspace/makeKLEEinputs/KLEE_Errors.txt"); 
  File[] directoryListing = dir.listFiles(); 
  String pathToDriverLibrary = "/root/StellarisWare/driverlib/"; 
  
  try { 
   PrintStream out = new PrintStream(new 
FileOutputStream("/root/workspace/makeKLEEinputs/KLEE_TestCases.txt")); 
   System.setOut(out); 
  } catch (FileNotFoundException e1) { 
   e1.printStackTrace(); 
  } 
   
  //Process each driver in the Stellaris Peripheral Driver Library 
(except CPU) 
  for(File file : directoryListing) 
  { 
   try {     
    FileReader fileReader = new FileReader(file); 
    String basename = 
FilenameUtils.getBaseName(file.getName()).toLowerCase(); 
    File directory = new File("functions/" + basename); 
    if (!directory.exists()) { 
     directory.mkdir();   
    } 
     
    BufferedReader bufferedReader = new 
BufferedReader(fileReader); 
    String line;     
    while((line = bufferedReader.readLine()) != null) 
    {      
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     boolean hasPtrParameter = false; 
     int index = line.indexOf('('); 
     String functionName = line.substring(0, 
index); 
      
     String path = "functions/" + basename + "/" + 
functionName; 
     String pathAndFunctionName = path + "/" + 
functionName; 
      
     directory = new File(path); 
     if (!directory.exists()) { 
      directory.mkdir();   
     }      
      
     String[] params = 
line.substring(index+1).split(","); 
      
     File functionFile = new 
File(pathAndFunctionName + ".c");      
     Files.copy( new File("includes/" + basename + 
".c").toPath(), functionFile.toPath() ); 
      
     StringBuilder mainFunction = new 
StringBuilder(); 
     mainFunction.append("\r\nint main() {\r\n"); 
      
     for(int i = 0; i < params.length; i++) 
     {       
      if(i == params.length - 1) 
      { 
       params[i] = 
params[i].substring(0, params[i].length() - 1); 
      } 
      if(params[i].contains("(void)")) 
      { 
       params[i] = "handler"; 
      } 
      else if(params[i].contains("*")) 
      { 
       hasPtrParameter = true; 
      } 
      else 
      { 
       mainFunction.append("\t"); 
       mainFunction.append(params[i]); 
       mainFunction.append(";\r\n\t"); 
      
 mainFunction.append("klee_make_symbolic(&"); 
       String[] paramString = 
params[i].split(" "); 
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       String param = 
paramString[paramString.length - 1]; 
       mainFunction.append(param); 
       mainFunction.append(", 
sizeof("); 
       mainFunction.append(param); 
       mainFunction.append("), \""); 
       mainFunction.append(param); 
       mainFunction.append("\");\r\n"); 
      } 
     } 
      
     if(basename.equals("adc")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40038000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40039000), 4096);"); 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("can")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40040000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40041000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40042000), 4096);"); 
     }       
    
     else if(basename.equals("comp")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4003C000), 4096);"); 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("epi")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400D0000), 4096);"); 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("ethernet")) 
     { 




     } 
     else if(basename.equals("flash")) 
     {       
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FD000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FE000), 4096);"); //sysctl (CLASS_IS_SANDSTORM) 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("gpio")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40004000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40005000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40006000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40007000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40024000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40025000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40026000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40027000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4003D000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40058000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40059000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4005A000), 4096);"); 




     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4005C000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4005D000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4005E000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4005F000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40060000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40061000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40062000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40063000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40064000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40065000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40066000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FE000), 4096);"); //sysctl (CLASS_IS_SANDSTORM) 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("hibernate")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FC000), 4096);");       
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FE000), 4096);"); //sysctl 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x43FC6000), 65536);"); //sysctl 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("i2c")) 
     { 
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 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40020000), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40020800), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40021000), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40021800), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40022000), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40022800), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40023000), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40023800), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400C0000), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400C0800), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400C1000), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400C1800), 2048);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FE000), 4096);"); //sysctl (CLASS_IS_DUSTDEVIL) 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("i2s")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40054000), 4096);"); 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("pwm")) 
     { 




     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40029000), 4096);"); 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("qei")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4002C000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4002D000), 4096);");       
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("ssi")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40008000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40009000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4000A000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4000B000), 4096);"); 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("sysctl")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FE000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x43FC6000), 65536);"); 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("timer")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40030000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40031000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40032000), 4096);"); 




     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40034000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40035000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40036000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40037000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4004C000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4004D000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4004E000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4004F000), 4096);");         
    
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("uart")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4000C000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4000D000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4000E000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x4000F000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40010000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40011000), 4096);"); 




     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40013000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FE000), 4096);"); //sysctl (CLASS_IS_SANDSTORM) 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("udma")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FF000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FE000), 4096);"); //sysctl (CLASS_IS_SANDSTORM) 
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("usb")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40050000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FE000), 4096);");  //sysctl      
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x43FC6000), 65536);"); //sysctl       
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x400FF000), 4096);");  //udma       
     
     } 
     else if(basename.equals("watchdog")) 
     { 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40000000), 4096);"); 
     
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x40001000), 4096);"); 
     }      
      
    
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x00000000), 262144);"); //256KB FLASH 
    
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0x20000000), 65536);"); //64KB SRAM 
    
 mainFunction.append("\r\n\tklee_define_fixed_object((void 
*)(0xE0000000), 266240);"); //NVIC      
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     mainFunction.append("\r\n\r\n"); 
 
     while(true) 
     { 
      line = bufferedReader.readLine(); 
      if(line == null || line.equals("")) 
      { 
       break; 
      } 
      mainFunction.append("\t"); 
      mainFunction.append(line); 
      mainFunction.append("\r\n"); 
     } 
      
     mainFunction.append("\r\n\t"); 
     mainFunction.append(functionName); 
     mainFunction.append("("); 
      
     for(int i = 0; i < params.length; i++) 
     { 
      String[] paramString = 
params[i].split(" "); 
      String param = 
paramString[paramString.length - 1]; 
      mainFunction.append(param); 
      if(i != params.length - 1) 
      { 
       mainFunction.append(", "); 
      } 
     } 
      
     mainFunction.append(");\r\n\treturn 
0;\r\n}"); 
      
     if(hasPtrParameter) 
     { 
      mainFunction = new StringBuilder(); 
      mainFunction.delete(0, 
mainFunction.length()); 
     
 mainFunction.append(FileUtils.readFileToString(new 
File("functionsWithPointerParameters/" + functionName + ".c"))); 
     
 FileUtils.writeStringToFile(functionFile, mainFunction.toString(), 
false); 
     } 
     else 
     { 
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 FileUtils.writeStringToFile(functionFile, mainFunction.toString(), 
true); 
     } 
      
     System.out.print(functionName + " "); 
      
     StringBuilder cmd = new StringBuilder(); 
      
     cmd.append("llvm-gcc -m32 --emit-llvm -
I/root/Desktop/KLEE/klee/include -I/root/StellarisWare -L 
/root/Desktop/KLEE/klee/Release+Asserts/lib/ -c -g "); 
     cmd.append(functionFile.toPath()); 
     cmd.append(" -o "); 
     cmd.append(pathAndFunctionName); 
     cmd.append(".o"); 
      
     ProcessBuilder pb = new 
ProcessBuilder("/bin/bash", "-c", cmd.toString()); 
     Process process = pb.start(); 
            
     try { 
      process.waitFor(); 
     } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
      System.out.println("Error executing 
llvm-gcc: " + e.getMessage()); 
      continue; 
     } 
            
     cmd = new StringBuilder();   
   
     cmd.append("llvm-link "); 
     cmd.append(pathToDriverLibrary); 
     cmd.append(basename); 
     cmd.append(".o "); 
     if(!basename.equals("interrupt")) 
     { 
      cmd.append(pathToDriverLibrary); 
      cmd.append("interrupt.o "); 
     } 
     if(basename.equals("hibernate") || 
basename.equals("usb")) 
     { 
      cmd.append(pathToDriverLibrary); 
      cmd.append("sysctl.o "); 
     } 
     if(!basename.equals("cpu")) 
     { 
      cmd.append(pathToDriverLibrary); 
      cmd.append("cpu.o "); 
     } 
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     if(basename.equals("usb")) 
     { 
      cmd.append(pathToDriverLibrary); 
      cmd.append("udma.o "); 
     } 
     cmd.append(pathAndFunctionName); 
     cmd.append(".o -o "); 
     cmd.append(pathAndFunctionName); 
     cmd.append(".bc");      
      
     pb = new ProcessBuilder("/bin/bash", "-c", 
cmd.toString()); 
     process = pb.start(); 
      
     try { 
      process.waitFor(); 
     } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
      System.out.println("Error executing 
llvm-ld: " + e.getMessage()); 
      continue; 
     } 
      
     //Generate test cases for the function under 
test for at most one hour 
     cmd = new StringBuilder();   
   
     cmd.append("klee --emit-all-errors --max-
time=3600 --watchdog "); 
     cmd.append(pathAndFunctionName); 
     cmd.append(".bc"); 
      
     pb = new ProcessBuilder("/bin/bash", "-c", 
cmd.toString()); 
     process = pb.start(); 
      
     try  
     {       
       
                  process.waitFor(); 
                  String message = FileUtils.readFileToString(new 
File(path + "/klee-last/messages.txt")); 
                  if(!(message.equals(""))) 
                  { 
                   FileUtils.writeStringToFile(outputFile, path 
+ "\t" + message, true); 
                  } 
     } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
      System.out.println("Error executing 
klee: " + e.getMessage()); 
      continue; 
     } catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 
 36 
      FileUtils.writeStringToFile(outputFile, 
e.getMessage() + "\n", true);        
     } 
      
     //write total number of test cases generated 
to output file 
     cmd = new StringBuilder();   
   
     cmd.append("ls " + path + "/klee-last/*.ktest 
| wc -l"); 
     pb = new ProcessBuilder("/bin/bash", "-c", 
cmd.toString()); 
     pb.redirectErrorStream(true); 
     process = pb.start(); 
     IOUtils.copy(process.getInputStream(), 
System.out); 
      
     try  
     {       
       
                  process.waitFor(); 
     } catch (InterruptedException e) { 
      System.out.println("Error executing 
klee: " + e.getMessage()); 
      continue; 
     } 
    }      
   }  
   catch (IOException e)  
   { 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
   } 
  } 
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